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ress II under 11benign 11 North American imperialism.

The resulting economic miscarriage of the policies imposed 
on the Puerto Rican people by the Pentagon, the U. S. State 
Department and the North American capitalist class is discussed 
at some length in the article that follows. It has been taken from 
the June/ July - 1963 issue of '' Claridad, 11 the Fro-Independence 
Movement's (MP!) newspaper. 

TRANSLATOR'S NOTE 

#***************************�'*****�'***************�'******** 

The unique Alliance for Progress that Puerto Rico has 
had under the regency of its Governor, Luis Munoz Marin, at 
most has created a small island of prosperity for a privilaged 
few, surrounded by an ocean of poverty that continues to be the 
lot of the great majority of the people. This ocean of poverty, 
so obvious to the alert eye of any visitor who travels to the in
terior of the island, or traverses the slums of Puerto Rico, is 
ineptly concealed by means of statistics that achieve an average 
among the empty pockets of the 70,000 to 90,000 unemployed 
( 10 -15% of the labor force) . Also partially hidden are the scanty 
wages of the overwhelming majority of the workers and the 
juicy profits and fabulous incomes of a leisurely few. A fictitous 
annual per capita income of $565 is proudly proclaimed as an 
accomplishment and presented by way of an example to Latin 
America. 

Nevertheless, even a superficial analysis of the writings 
of the most ardent apologists of the present regime uncovers 
data that explain why, after twenty years of II Operation Boot
strap" - as the Governor calls his plan of economic development
a meagre sustenance is still the critical problem for most 
Puerto Ricans. 

The truth is that the people cannot properly feed themselves 
because they lack sufficient and adequate merchandise at prices 
within their scarce economic possibilities. The cost of living is 
high ( as high as in the U.S.A. ) and income is low ( lower 
than that of the poorest Southern state). This situation is due, 
essentially, to the fact that North American imperialism exer
cises control over Puerto Rican affairs. External trade is al
;nost exclusively with the U. S. , on whom it depends to a 
large extent for imports, above all for foodstuffs ( 50% is impor
ted) procured at extremely high prices. Ninety percent of all 
exports are sent to the U.S. 

The present system of tenure and use of land in P. R. 
hinders the diversification of crops and the utilization of modern 
agricultural techniques cap ... ble of furnishing an adequate supply of 
food based on its own efforts. 

Finally, an industrial development linked to the rapacious 
proclivity for profits exhibited by North American capitalists has 
not solved the basic problems and has been unable to reduce, 
even in the smallest way, chronic unemployment. This can come 
as a surprise to no one since the main obstacle to a real devel-
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opment that would benefit the Puerto Rican people is that same in
satiable thirst for earnings evidenced by Yankee capitalism through
out the world. 

U.S. CONTROLS FOREIGN TRADE 

Since Puerto Rico is included in the monetary system of the

LI. S. , export and import figures are barely discernible in North
American statistics, but the so-called II Commonwealth" ( Free
Associated State) publishes some that can give us an idea of its
foreign trade. We find that an average of 9 5% of the shipments
from the Island go to the U.S. , and more than 85% of its imports
come from the metropolis. Imports of foodstuff and beverages add
up to about a quarter of the total.

Since P.R. is an integral part of the North American ec
onomy and is not in a position to undertake an independent policy 
concerning its imports, almost everything is purchased in the ex
pensive northern markets and freight is handled by North ;'\meri
can steamship companies charging exhorbitant rates. 

The Island encounters disadvantages not only with respect 
to the prices of products of fundamental need (rice, beans etc. ) , 
but also importing numerous luxury items for the wealthy class 
and other articles that could very well be produced locally. 

WAGES AND NOURISHMENT 

Wages received in the manufacturing industries represent
ing the 'best paid sector of the working population ( amounting to 
78,000 out of 546,000), after having increased gradually during 
recent years have hardly reached half the wages paid in the U. 
S. for similar occupations ( see Table I). Wages in other sec
lors, particularly the 135, 000 agricultural workers, offer even
less favorable comparasons and seldom allow spending on any
lhing but the most urgent requirements.

As with other matters, the available statistics reflecting the 
proportion of expenditure devoted to food out of the total person
nl consumption figures, tend to muddle rather than clarify the 
question. The proportion officially accepted - 41% - is unlikely since 
il represents an average that can scarcely portray the real sit
uation borne by the majority of the people. A careful study done 
by income levels would undoubtedly demonstrate that ( excepting 
llie tiny group with high incomes) the largest portion of person
ol consumption expenditures is employed soley in feeding the fam
ily. Fortunately Puerto Rico's climate is such that the problems 
of clothing and dwelling do not exacerbate the plight of a people 
olready weary because of income incapable of providing even n 
minimum level of sustenance. 

Just in terms of nutrition, without considering O(llOl'io 111 
lnke, the nourishment of the average Puerto Rico11 could lu1 
tremendously improved if he could obtain locally qrow11 l1•1dl11, 
<Jreen vegetables and edible starchy tubers ol 1'(HltH111nlil11 111•i1 .... , 
r:ven concedinq that Puerto Rico's demoqroµhiu d1•11i;ily 111111, 








